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GAMEPLAY DETAILS
HIGH CONCEPT:
Iron Shadow is 2D side-scrolling action puzzle game.
Using advanced weapons and tools the player must
infiltrate a destructive machine and shut it down to save
humanity.

THEME:
In a dystopian steampunk world a giant robotic machine
is systematically destroying organic life. All attempts to
combat the machine have failed due to its impenetrable
shell and programming which causes it to kill any life in
range of its scanners. The player takes control of the
first functional cybernetic human who has been given
the task destroying the robot from the inside out.

FEATURES AND GOALS
All levels are set inside of a giant sentient machine.
Solve environmental puzzles to progress
Shut down key parts of the machine to save humanity
Collect Gun Chips to gain new powers (Freeze, Electricity, Anti-Gravity)
Use the hand blaster to defeat worker droids maintaining the machine
Use the freeze power to slow down dangerous obstacles and enemies.
Use the electricity power to stun enemies and power on generators.
Use the gravity manipulation power to move crates and throw bombs.
Explore hidden paths to find upgrades for your character.

CAMERA:
Iron Shadow features a 2D side-scrolling camera that follows the player, both
vertically and horizontally. The camera is hard-locked to the player and always
stays in the same position following the player. There is no delay on the camera
movement.

Inspiration:
Initially we were inspired by the gameplay and art direction of Mega Man X.
We decided that while we thought the gameplay of Mega Man was interesting,
we wanted to aim for something a bit different. At this point we came up with the
unique mechanic of puzzles that are solvable by three powers the player will
acquire: ice, electricity, and gravity manipulation. We soon realized that our
game was still too much like Mega Man, and we decided to change our game’s
theme to gritty steampunk rather than futuristic sci-fi.

Competitive Analysis:
Our game is different than others because of our unique setting and our power
mechanic. Certain puzzles will only require timing and one power to solve, while
others may utilize a combination of powers. Our team decided to focus more on
intelligent and intuitive puzzle platforming rather than quick run and gun
gameplay in the formation of our concept.

GAME OVERVIEW
oVERVIEW:
The gameplay in Iron Shadow revolves around solving puzzles, platforming,
and advancing to the next area playing as Shadow the Cyborg. As the game
is played the player is progressively given more powers that must be utilized
to complete the game. The player starts with a hand cannon used to defeat
enemies, and eventually unlocks powers to manipulate electricity, ice, and
gravity. Only one power can be active, use 1-4 to switch powers.

HAND CANNON:
The Hand Cannon is Shadow’s high tech weapon that
can be used in a variety of ways. By default the cannon
functions as Shadows primary combat ability. Designed
to destroy robots, it shoots standard armor piercing
ammunition. There is no ammunition for the default
hand cannon and it can be fired whenever off cooldown.
Players can switch to the standard Hand Cannon mode
by pressing 1.
Power type
Shots per second
Armor piercing rounds 0.5 seconds

Amount of damage
5 damage

ELECTRICITY MANIPULATION:
Electricity manipulation becomes available after collecting
the orange electricity chip. Electricity flows through the
hand cannon, allowing the player to turn generators and
electrical systems throughout the level on and off. It can
be used to briefly stun enemies and is a necessary tool
to progress through Iron Shadow. For example, if there is
an elevator that needs to be used to cross a dangerous
chasm, and the player must use the power of electricity to
switch it on and advance. Players can switch to the
electricity manipulation power by pressing 2.
Power type

Electricity Manipulation

Cooldown Time
2.5 seconds

No Ammunition

ICE MANIPULATION:
Ice manipulation becomes available after collecting the
blue gun chip. Ice flows through the hand cannon allowing
the player to slow down fast moving objects that would
otherwise damage the player or prevent them from
progressing. The ice cooldown can be reduced by finding
hidden collectables throughout the game. Players can
switch to Ice Manipulation by pressing 3.
Power type
Ice Manipulation

Cooldown Time
2.5 seconds

No Ammunition

GRAVITY MANIPULATION:
Gravity manipulation becomes available after collecting
the purple gravity chip. Anti-gravity flows through the
hand cannon allowing the player to pull and throw physics
objects in the world of Iron Shadow. These objects include:
crates, sawblades, and bombs. The Anti-Gravity cooldown
functions differently than other powers, when the recharge
bar is drained the object will be thrown.The player must wait
for the bar to fully recharge to use gravity manipulation again.
Players can switch to Gravity Manipulation by pressing 4.
Power type
Recharge Bar Draining time
Electricity Manipulation
3.3 seconds
No Ammunition

RECHARGE BAR:
The Recharge Bar in Iron Shadow shows the cooldown on the currently
selected hand cannon power. Once the bar is refilled the player’s selected
ability can be used again. Hand cannon powers do not share cooldowns, and
each power has an individual timer running in the background of the game.

MOVEMENT AND NAVIGATION
Players control Shadow, a Cyborg whose primary movements include
running and jumping as he travels through the game.

PLAYER NAVIGATION:
Directional Movement:
Shadow is always running and does not have a walking state. Shadow runs at
a speed of 12 m/s or 4.5 directional speed in Unity. Players can only move left
and right, up and down inputs

Jump:
Shadow can jump at a fixed height
of 12 in Unity. Holding or tapping the
jump button does not change jump
height or speed in any way.

Jump Shoot:
Shadow has the ability to shoot while
airborne in the same way he would on
the ground. This applies when both
jumping and falling. If Shadow takes
damage while airborne shooting
function remains normal.

ENVIRONMENTAL OBSTACLES
MOVABLE CRATES:
Movable crates can be pushed by the player and thrown by
the gravity manipulation power. They are primarily used to
solve puzzles where the movable crate is pushed on top of
a button to keep it depressed. Additionally, if there is a high
ledge the player can’t reach, movable crates can be pushed
into the correct position and then jumped on top of to reach
the ledge.

STATIC CRATES:
Static crates can not be moved by the player. They are
used as an obstacle and similar to movable crates can be
jumped on to reach high ledges.

LEVERS:
Levers can be interacted with by pressing ‘E’ while standing
next to them. Levers are used in gameplay to open doors
and activate elevators.

BUTTONS:
Buttons are also used to open doors and activate elevators,
however they must remain depressed to stay active.
Movable crates can be pushed on top of buttons to depress
them

GENERATORS:
Generators in Iron Shadow and are used to power on and
off electrical systems such as: elevators, moving platforms
and conveyor belts. Generators can be turned on an off
using the Electricity manipulation power that the player
acquires in Level 2.

MECHANICAL DOOR:

Locked

Unlocked

Mechanical doors are at the end of each level. When the player
enters the door they are able to progress through to the next
level. If the light on a mechanical door is red the door is locked.
If the light on top of the door is green, the door is unlocked
and can be entered. Players must press ‘E’ to interact with the
door when it has been unlocked, and doors can be unlocked by
solving surrounding environmental puzzles.

Doors have an open and locked state that
can be switched in three ways:
1. Using Levers connected to doors.

Lever ----->
Lever pulled ----->
Locked Door ----->

Unlocked Door ---->

2. PUSHING CRATES ON TOP OF DOOR BUTTONS

Locked Door ----->

Unlocked Door ---->

Button Raised

Button Depressed
by Crate

3. USING GENERATORS TO UNLOCK DOORS USING THE
ELECTRICITY POWER. SwITCH TO ELECTRICITY BY PRESSING
2 ON THE KEYBOARD and SHOOT THE GENERATOR.

Generator off

Locked Door ----->

Generator on

Unlocked Door ---->

ELEVATORS:
Elevators are able to move both vertically and
horizontally and must be used to progress through
the game. Elevators can be activated in three ways:
pulling levers, depressing switches, and activating
generators.

MOVING PLATFORMS:
Moving platforms can be activated by powering on
their corresponding generator. They to the left and
right. Moving platforms have surfaces designed only
for machine use and the surface is slippery. The player must move in the same direction that the platform
is moving while on it or risk falling off.

CONVEYOR BELTS:
Conveyor belts can travel to both the right and left,
and affect the player and physics objects. Conveyor
belts are used in platforming sections of Iron Shadow
to add diversity

ROTATInG PLATFORMS:
Rotating platforms throughout the game are often
moving too quickly for the player to jump on. The ice
power must be used to shoot the cog connected to
the platform, slowing it down and allowing the player
to progress. Cogs are in the background of the game
and have no collision attached to them.

COMPACTORS:
Compactors scattered throughout the game move vertically up
and down and can cause damage if the player moves under
them. The ice manipulation power allows players to temporarily
freeze compactors for 2 seconds and progress safely past them.

SAW BLADES:
Saw Blades are placed throughout levels in areas that the player
must avoid. Falling into an area with sawblades will lead to death.

COMBAT
COMBAT DETAILS:
Combat in Iron Shadow consists of using Shadows Hand Cannon powers to shoot
enemies while avoiding incoming enemy shots, bombs, and melee attacks.

PLAYER ABILITIES:
Shadow’s main combat ability is the default mode of his Hand Cannon. The default mode
fires armor piercing rounds at a maximum rate of 2 per second. Other Hand Cannon
modes of ice, electricity and anti-gravity can also be used in combat to stun, slow, or
disable enemies. Shadow always fires towards the player’s current mouse cursor location.

WEAPONS AND RANGED POWERS:
Shadows default hand cannon mode is the most effective for combat. Electricity and Ice
powers deal no damage and are used for utility. Anti-Gravity can be used to deal damage
by throwing enemy bombs that have not yet exploded.

TABLE 1 WEAPONS AND POWERS:
Weapon

DESCRIPTION

DAMAGE

Hand Cannon

Shoots damaging bullets
semi-automatically

5 Damage

Electricity
Manipulation

Short circuits enemies,
stunning them for 3 seconds.

0 Damage

Ice
Manipulation

Slows enemies down decreasing their
movement and attack speeds by 30%

0 Damage

Gravity
Manipulation

Allows the player to move environmental
objects blocking enemies. Can also throw
enemy bombs back at them.

25 Damage

ITEMS
ITEM DETAILS:
There are two types of items in Iron Shadow: Gun chips, and Power-Ups. Gun chips are
collected to grant the player new abilities, while Power-Ups are optional items placed
on side paths that grant the player bonuses. All of the Gun Chips the player collects and
powerups are permanent for the remainder of the game. If the player dies after they have
collected the Gun chip, they will restart the level with the chip.

GUN CHIPS:
Electricity Chip - Grants the player the power of electricity manipulation.

Freeze Chip - Grants the player the power of ice manipulation.

Anti-Gravity Chip - Grants the player the power of gravity manipulation

POWER-UPS:
Shoot power up - Increases the player’s hand cannon damage by 15%

Electricity power up - Increases the stun duration of the electricity power.

Freeze power up - Increases the freeze duration of the enemy.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AI DETAILS:
The AI in Iron Shadow is used to challenge the player and make puzzle solving more
difficult. There are three types of enemies in Iron Shadow: Flying Droids, Melee Droids,
and Shooting Droids.

FLYING DROIDS: DETAILS AND STATES
Flying droids patrol the area they are spawned flying horizontally
back and forth until they hit a wall. When the flying droid detects
the player its movement speed increases. Once the player is in
range, flying droids begin dropping bombs which explode after 2
seconds costing the player 4 bars (25%) of health. Flying droids
have 80 health points.

Flies left and right, turning around
when hitting an obstacle
Out of detection range

Still patrolling with increased
movement speed
Out of attack range

Drops bombs while the player
is in range

MELEE DROIDS: DETAILS AND STATES
Melee Droids stand still with blades concealed until the player is
seen. The stabbing animation begins and the droid moves
towards the player once its aggro (10 unity units) range is
entered. If the player is hit by the droid’s blades they will lose
3 bars of health. Melee droids have 100 health points

Stands still waiting for the player
to come into range
Out of detection range

Begin moving towards the player
Out of attack range

Stabs the player with blades
once in range.

SHOOTING DROIDS: DETAILS AND STATES
Shooting Droids always stand still, shooting at the player once
their aggro (10 unity units) ranged has been entered. The droid
stops shooting when it can no longer see the player. Shooting
droids have a long range shoot attack that damages the player
on contact, costing them 2 bars of health. The droid shoots at a
rate of one bullet per second. Shooting droids have 100 health
points.

Stands still waiting for the player
to come into range
Out of attack range
Begins shooting at the player

BOSS - MACHINE CORE

BOSS DETAILS:
The Machine Core is the final boss in Iron Shadow that the player encounters in Level 5.
It has three phases that must be completed in order to achieve victory. The boss moves
from left to right constantly and its arms can damage the player. The boss has a maximum
health of 300.

PHASE 1
The Machine Core fires its guns at the player.
Shooting the Machine core until it loses 30% of its
maximum health will expose its generators which
can then be powered off using the electricity gun.
Once both of the generators have been powered
off phase 1 will end.

PHASE 2
The Machine Core explodes losing its guns and
switching to sawblades as weapons. The player
must shoot the Machine Core until it loses 30%
of its health with the hand cannon to expose the
Cogs that are connected to the saw blades. Once
this has been done, the player must maneuver
under the Machine Core and use the ice power to
freeze three rotating cogs while avoiding deadly
sawblades, ending phase 2.

PHASE 3
The Machine Core explodes for the second
time and resorts to using explosive bombs.
The player must avoid these bombs while using
the Gravity gun to lob them back towards the
Machine Core. Successfully detonating 5 bombs
destroys the Machine core and the player wins
the game.

FUNCTION OF DEATH AND RESPAWN
DEATH AND RESPAWN DETAILS:
When the player’s health reaches zero Shadow respawns at the beginning of the
current level. If Shadow has already obtained a gun chip in the level he was in, he
will respawn already having the gun chip after a short delay.
Shadow can take damage from being attacked by enemies and environmental
obstacles such the compacter. If the player falls into a pit with sawblades Shadow
will be instantly killed.

HEALTH BAR:
The player’s health bar has 16 individual segments. The amount of segments
subtracted when taking damage is dependent on the type of enemy inflicting the
damage. The maximum health is 100.

HEALTH CHAMBER:
Health chambers can be found throughout Iron Shadow
that heal the player upon entry. Health chambers can
only be used once and heal the player, giving them 50%
health over 2 seconds.

GAME MODES

SINGLE-PLAYER GAME:
In Iron Shadow players take control of Shadow the cyborg who must progress
through 5 levels inside of a giant sentient machine on his mission to save humanity.

BACKSTORY:
In the year 2042 a giant sentient machine fell from the sky and began
destroying human cities. All efforts to fight the machine were futile. In the year 2050
humanity creates the first Cyborg, Shadow, who must go where no human has
been before, to the interior of the machine.

STORY BREAKDOWN:
The story begins with a monologue read by the Commander of
the surviving human forces. He informs the player of what has
happened up to this point, and who the player is. The commander
tells the player that his goal is to infiltrate and destroy the robot
from the inside, and that it is humanities last chance.
Once inside the machine the gameplay begins. The Commander
tells Shadow that military engineers are still scanning the machine
for information and that he should progress carefully by himself.

After completing the first level, the Commander contacts
Shadow and tells him that his first objective is to shut down
the Machine’s scanners which are powered by 3 generators
connected to an electrical panel. After acquiring the
electricity chip and using it to shut down the generators
Shadow progresses further into the machine.
The Commander contacts Shadow again and informs him
that the engineers have located the Machine’s movement
source. Shadow is told that he must stop 3 rotating cogs
simultaneously to destroy the Machine’s movement tracks.
Shadow explores the level and finds the freeze chip,
eventually using it to stop the Machine’s movement cogs.
The Commander urgently contacts Shadow and says that
the Machine has started using a weapon that’s never been
seen before, and it’s killing all remaining humans within a 5
mile radius. The commander tells you that you must find the
power source for this weapon and destroy it by any means
necessary.
The player acquires the gravity chip and subsequently uses it to throw bombs into
the Machines weapon systems. This causes a massive electrical charge to go off and
Shadow loses contact with the Commander. Shadow continues the only way he can
go and enters a room that houses the Machine’s core. Shadow fights the core in a
long boss battle and upon victory the game ends.

SINGLE-PLAYER PROGRESSION:
The player begins with a basic shoot ability, and in each level unlocks a new power
to use. Additionally, optional power-ups can be collected that increase the player’s
strength.

SINGLE-PLAYER TIME PROJECTIONS:
Iron Shadow will take 10-15 minutes to complete depending on the skill level of
the player and how quickly the player is able to complete gameplay puzzles and
platforming challenges.

TRAVEL:
As the main character, Shadow is a cyborg he travels
on foot through each section of the game. The player
will control Shadow as he runs and jumps onto
platforms.

VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The player must complete all 5 of the levels and defear the machine core at
the end of level 5 in order to win the game. Once the machine is destroyed the
game ends and the player can return back to the main menu to play again.

STAGES / AREAS
GAME AREAS:
The main area in Iron Shadow is the interior of the Machine that the game takes
place in. The other areas take place in levels 1 -5 inside different parts of the
machine.

LEVELS BREAKDOWN:
Levels are organized from 1-5 and the player progresses through them linearly.
After completing a stage, players cannot go back to previous stages without
replaying the game.

TABLE 2 STAGES BREAKDOWN:

STAGE

STAGE DESCRIPTION

Level 1

Player learns about enemies and
doors

Level 2

Player acquires electricity chip and
learns about generators

Level 3

Player acquires freeze and learns
about gears and compactors

Level 4

Player acquires anti-gravity chip
and learns about throwing objects
and bombs

Level 5

Boss fight vs the AI core

LEVEL PROGRESSION

LEVEL PROGRESSION DETAILS:
The player is progressively given more tools that must be utilized to advance through
the levels of Iron Shadow. At the end of the game on Level 5, the player must use all
their acquired knowledge and tools to defeat the AI core boss.

LEVEL COMPLETION:
Level 1 – Reaching the end of the level.
Level 2 – Shutting down 3 generators at the end of the level.
Level 3—Freezing 3 rotating cogs at the end of the level within a 10 second timeframe.
Level 4 – Using the Gravity gun to throw bombs at the weapons system at the end of the
level.

SINGLE-PLAYER BEAT CHARTS
AND LEVEL LAYOUTS

PROGRESSION FLOW
LEVEL 1
In level one the player is slowly introduced to platforming, enemies,
elevators, and doors. Every challenge is very simple and easy, as the
player must learn many new concepts at once. The first enemy is placed
in a location where it cannot hurt the player.
The first platforming challenges are simple and obvious to solve. The
first elevator challenge is simply completed by flipping a lever. The most
important challenge in level one is the movable crate and door button.
The crate is placed directly next to the button it must be placed on so
that the player will know what the objective is. Crates are used very
often in later levels and are a core part of the gameplay. Understanding
that crates depress buttons is integral to completing Iron Shadow.

LEVEL 1 LAYOUT

LEVEL 1 BEAT CHART

LEVEL 2
In the beginning of level 2 the player is introduced to more challenging
movable crate puzzles, and enemies start to become a threat.
Eventually the player will come across two doors that cannot be
bypassed, and thus will have to go on an alternate path. The alternate
path leads to more platforming and crate puzzles that get progressively
more difficult. At the end of the path the player will encounter the
Electricity chip which grants the player a new power. Text will pop up
informing the player how to use the electricity modification, and the
only way out of the room is to use the electricity to power on a nearby
generator.
The player turns on the generators, exiting the room and falling back
into the area with two doors that could not be bypassed earlier. The
doors can now be activated using the electricity power and the player
continues. At the end of the level the player must use the electricity
power to turn off three generators that are connected to the Machines
scanners (This objective will be given to the player by the Commander
in a text box,) further driving home the concept of the electricity power.

LEVEL 2 LAYOUT

LEVEL 2 BEAT CHART

LEVEL 3
In the beginning of level 3 the player must immediately use the electricity
power to progress. After fighting some enemies the player will once again
encounter a path that they cannot bypass because of a fast moving
compacter that crushes anything under it. Going the other direction will
lead to more advanced challenges involving the electricity power, after
completion of these challenges the player acquires the ice power. The
compacter from earlier can now be frozen using the ice power and the
player can progress.
The player then encounters a fast rotating cog that must be frozen with the
ice power to bypass. At the end of the level the player sees three rotating
cogs that power the machine’s movement. The ice power must now be
used to freeze all three cogs within a timeframe of 10 seconds. The cogs
have platforms connected to them which must be used to reach the end
of the level, further increasing the player’s ability to complete difficult
platforming challenges.

LEVEL 3 LAYOUT

LEVEL 3 BEAT CHART

LEVEL 4
In the beginning of level 4 the player will come to a door that cannot be
bypassed and will see another section of the level above them.
Getting to the area above will require the player to use both the ice and
electricity powers in similar ways to earlier in the game. After completing
these puzzles the player will acquire the anti-gravity chip in the same
way earlier chips were acquired. Immediately the anti-gravity power
must be used to throw a crate onto a button in an area that cannot
be reached. The player can now go past the door that could not be
bypassed earlier.
After this progressively more difficult challenges using all obtained
knowledge are presented. At the end of the level the player sees a room
with bombs that are continuously spawning, and a door that can’t be
reached. The bombs must be thrown with the anti-gravity power at the
area blocking the exit door. This teaches the player that bombs can be
thrown in preparation for level 5.

LEVEL 4 LAYOUT

LEVEL 4 BEAT CHART

LEVEL 5
In level 5 the player must use all tools taught to him in previous levels to defeat the
boss. The boss contains familiar elements on it such as generators that must be
powered off using the electricity power, rotating cogs that must be frozen with the
freeze power, and vulnerable points that can be destroyed with bombs that can be
picked up and thrown using the anti-gravity gun.

LEVEL 5 BOSS FIGHT LAYOUT

LEVEL 5 BOSS FIGHT BEAT CHART

GAME WORLD
WORLD DETAILS:
The game takes place in the year 2050, on planet Earth, inside of a giant machine.
Shadow is one of the only Cyborgs in existence, solely designed to infiltrate the
giant machine. Many of the human inhabitants of the planet cower in fear of the giant
machine which is destroying their homes and killing civilians.

SCALE:
The scale in the game is limited to the interior of the machine. The player spends no
time outside so the time of day and the weather conditions are no applicable. There are
five levels with the giant machine that the player must progress through.

HUD AND SCREENFLOW

FLOW CHART OF SCREENS

SINGLE PLAYER HUD:
The HUD consists of: Player health, hand cannon cooldown time, and four ability icons.
At the beginning of the game only the ‘armour piercing rounds’ ability icon will be visible,
as the player automatically starts the game with this weapon. The electricity, ice, and
anti-gravity icons appear once the player has acquired their respective gun chips.
The ability, and ability icon that the player has currently selected will be shown in color
on the HUD, while the inactive powers that the player has are greyed out.

HUD WIREFRAME:

SINGLE-PLAYER HUD COMPONENTS
Health Bar - Displays the player’s current health

Recharge Bar - Displays the cooldown of the currently selected Hand cannon power

HAND CANNON SELECTION ICONS
Shows which Hand cannon powers the player has obtained (Icons only appear after
obtaining their associated chip). Also shows which power is selected by displaying its
icons in color. Unselected power icons are greyed out until selected.

MAIN MENU

Pause Screen

PAUSE SCREEN

